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Running PF in the Firewall Mode In order to turn this firewall into a router, you must create a new
table that will act as a firewall. Since we cannot create and modify tables with the pfctl command,
we will use pf.conf to do the job. Create a new table (replace target_table with whatever you
named your table) in /etc/pf.conf: # PF_TARGET_TABLE target_table { static
(inside/outside).pf_destination_if { interface wan_if } address 10.pf_dest_subnet {
(172.18.10.0/24) address 192.168.1.110 } } This table will be used to filter the traffic to the VPN
client's external interface. It will be used as the main firewall table and will block traffic that does
not match the source or destination addresses within the subnet designated by pf_dest_subnet.
Step by step instructions to turn your firewall into a router? Well, here's the thing. Enable
pf_dest_netfilter logging This is very useful for debugging rules. Without logging, the only error
messages you can get will be listed in the console. With logging enabled, every packet that is
allowed or denied goes through the network. When you have a look at these logs, it will give you a
quite clear picture of the problems you are facing. Enable logging with the command pfctl -a filter
target_table. Turning Your firewall into a router We now have our firewall working as a "router".
First thing you'll need to do is to have different subnets from both the router and the server,
including the same security rules in pf.conf. .pf_dest_subnet address 0.0.0.0/0 When writing rules,
try to keep the number of different IPs as low as possible. This will help you avoid rule conflicts.
Now it's time to assign the IP to the WAN interface and to create some static routes. The idea is to
create a link-local route for each subnet. Each of these routes will go through the WAN interface
and be reachable from the VPN client. First, let's assign the WAN address to the interface: # pfctl
-f /etc/pf.conf interface: wan_if address
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OpenBSDâ€™s firewall, PF, is handy but one of its features is that it does not perform routing and
is aÂ . OpenBSD's firewall, PF, and routing. Juniper Networksâ€™ IPSec VPNs. and up until

OpenBSD 4.10 the firewall is configured using post-up and pre-down.PF_ROUTE,. Aug 18, 2010Â .
and others: Server firewall (OPENBSD kernel) [Does not work in PF version 3/4.]. You may want to

modify it according to your needs. Yes, and there are a lot of pitfalls. This is a solution to the
problem of why it is so easy to accidentally end up with a firewall somewhere between your host

and your server thatÂ .We use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our website. By
continuing to use this site you consent to the use of cookies on your device as described in our
cookie policy unless you have disabled them. Electronics Electronics related questions? Ask an

expert for answers ASAP Connect one-on-one with {0} who will answer your question By
continuing to use this site you consent to the use of cookies on your device as described in our

cookie policy unless you have disabled them. In my USB port is not getting any sound and when I
turn off the switch everything gets back to normal. In the output plugs of my tv and phone I get
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